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This paper is aimed at presenting an innovative ankle rehabilitation device based on a parallel mechanism. A functional analysis
and design are described to obtain a device able to guarantee ankle movement while patient’s body remains stationary. Human
ankle is a challenging context where a series of joints are highly integrated. The proposed rehabilitation device permits a patient
with walking defects to improve his or her gait. The research focuses on plantar-flexion-dorsiflexion movement. The robust design
starts from an accuratemodelling of anklemovements duringwalking, assessingmotion data fromhealthy individuals and patients.
The kinematics analysis and functional evaluations lead the study and development of the articulated system. In particular, results
of simulations support the effectiveness of the current design. A 3D prototype is presented highlighting that the ankle motion is
successfully demonstrated.

1. Introduction

Rehabilitation engineering is aimed at studying and integrat-
ing the human jointmovements into equipment optimization
in developing effective rehabilitation devices. In this way,
the study of human movements [1] plays an important
role in creating innovative systems able to satisfy patient
requirements in physiotherapy programs. There are many
challenges and opportunities to integrate applied mechanics
concepts into rehabilitation improving physiotherapy effec-
tiveness and reducing healthcare costs. A new prototype for
ankle rehabilitation is presented in this study. It has been
designed focusing on the integration of human joint move-
ments withmachine architecture for rehabilitationmachines.
Starting from the patients’ requirements and an assessment of
ankle motion analysis, this paper introduces the mechanism
evaluation and the main technical solutions in the device
development. Ankle injuries are one of themost common and
serious issues in daily activities and sports (15–20% of sport
injuries) [2]. Therefore, the creation of an apparatus suitable
for the ankle physiotherapy requires an awareness of ankle
functionalities, in particular the joint motion ones. In any
robotic rehabilitation equipment changes in joint motion are

taken into account considering the structure motion and the
desired increased range-of-ankle motion that can be fulfilled
through the use of a device based on parallel apparatus
design. A parallel mechanism has the advantages of high
dynamic performance supporting the ankle motion. This
paper investigates the human ankle complexity, movement,
and functional needs in rehabilitation. Ankles injuries are
analyzed and physiotherapy protocols are examined. The
ankle movement is provided as an orientation where a range
is given for ankle rehabilitation. This particular range is used
for the concept of equipment based on the angle performance
[3]. Further kinematics and stiffness analysis are performed
on this innovative system.The research uses interdisciplinary
approach, combining the clinical requirements with the par-
allel mechanism configuration and planning rehabilitation
motion in a defined workspace for the aim of concurrent
design.

In last decades, many systems have been proposed to
recover ankle functionalities. These mechanisms focus on
human motions without walking. State of the art presents
different approaches in attempting this topic; in particular
Girone et al. [4] developed a mechanism based on Stewart
platform that permits an assisted ankle rehabilitation using
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double-acting pneumatic cylinders, linear potentiometers,
and force sensors. Yano et al. presented a leg-shaped robot
of two 2-DOF manipulators equipped with footpads that
guarantee movement of feet [5, 6]. Yoon et al. proposed a
reconfigurable ankle rehabilitation robot to cover various
rehabilitation exercise modes [7]. In particular, this study
shows a device based on a parallel mechanism that generates
pitch and roll motions as well as relative rotation between
fore and rear platforms. Instead, Dai et al. introduced several
parallel mechanisms with a central strut for ankle [8]. In this
way, state of the art highlights a broad range of valid solutions;
nevertheless there are still many points to be investigated
to optimize the trade-off between therapy effectiveness and
system automatization.

This paperwants to propose a newdevice that differs from
the other solutions. It is based on a parallel mechanism (1
DOF) able to perform trajectories similar to patient’s ankle in
nominal environment conditions and permitting to patient’s
body to remain stationary.

2. Ankle Injuries Assessment and Movements

An ankle movement is covered by two separate joints. The
first is the articulation among the tibia, the fibula, and the
talus, called ankle joint. The second one formed by the
talus and the calcaneus is the subtalar articulation [11]. In
physiotherapy, the direction, the speed, and the range of joint
motion can be altered by injuries to muscles and ligaments
and medical treatment relies heavily on an understanding
of the normal and abnormal joint functions [12]. The ankle
joint is modelled as a simple hinge articulation. During
gait cycle, the joint allows inversion and eversion of the
foot (passive-resistive function) and it plays an active role
in dorsiflexion or plantar-flexion of the foot in nominal
environment conditions that represent a significant part of
ankle movement.The ankle and subtalar joints have different
functionalities and thus their role is critical in developing an
excessive ankle ligament stresses.

The ankle joint allows the movements in all 3 body planes
(sagittal, frontal, and transverse). The first plane is identified
by 𝑥, 𝑧 and rotations around the 𝑦-axis; the transverse plane
is given by 𝑥, 𝑦 and rotations in the 𝑧-axis; finally the frontal
plane is limited by 𝑦 and 𝑧. Nowadays, therapies and rehabili-
tationmethods aiming to progress mobility have to work into
specific tasks, customized and time optimized. Well-defined
injuries have been tested in groups of patients. Improvements
are noted in individuals who received a physiotherapy effort
within 3 months in comparison to a conventional one that
normally requires from 6 up to 8 months [13]. These studies
confirm the potential of a target leading physical therapy.

3. Concurrent Model Driven by
Functional Requirements

Ankle is a sensitive structural and complex system.This study
proposes a robust technique able to support rehabilitation
therapy in every distinct phases: assessment, training, and
control.The starting point is to identify the real-time patient’s
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Figure 1: Dorsi- and plantar-flexor torque in no-defect walk.

measurements as inputs in generating a specific task. The
robot software compares the planned torque or trajectory
achieved during rehabilitation. Finally, the robot interface
performs the possible correction through the virtual environ-
ment.Themain assumption is the ability in tracing accurately
the joint’s center location during the gait cycle.

The developed mechanism provides many types of tar-
geted activities in order to add benefits for autonomous
operation, improve safety, manage real-time feedbacks, and
reduce the therapist contribution [14]. A preliminary study
of gait trajectories using a simple limb model is presented.

The objective of this paper is to develop a rehabilitation
device starting from an accurate biomechanical model. Some
assumptions of stiffness, stresses, and other limitations are
made [15] and included in simulations for the novel iterative
roadmap. The framework uses a series of rotations to deter-
mine the angle. The𝑋𝑌𝑍 Euler angles convention is adopted
and the orientation of the ankle is described by a rotation
about 𝑥-, 𝑦-, and 𝑧-axis.

Theplantar-flexion/dorsiflexion operation is expressed by
𝑋 Euler angle; the inversion/eversion is illustrated by 𝑌 Euler
one and the abduction/adduction is explained by 𝑍 Euler
one. The controlled axis is 𝑥 plantar-flexion/dorsiflexion
movement; the other axes are not included. This particular
order is chosen considering the clinical applications. Figure 1
indicates the assistive torque at ankle joints by the rehabilita-
tion device in a gait cycle [16].The needed torque varies from
3Nm in dorsiflexion operation, while, during impulse phase,
the plantar-flexor actuations achieve torques equal to 10Nm
[17].

Nowadays, all commercially rehabilitation robots are
composed of joints without any power feedbacks. Passive
systems have the benefit to reduce cost guaranteeing the
structural simplicity [18, 19]. These devices are not able to
offer assistance during third phase, where additional torque
is required. In this case, the motion control is generally based
on the actuators in an open loop, when the strength and
effectiveness are not guaranteed.

Rehabilitation devices are aimed at recovering people
with decreased motion control abilities. This biomechanical
model needs additional inputs such as human measures
and end effector specifications [20]. The developed iterative
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Figure 2: Joint angles definition.

approach to define load and trajectory requirements is repre-
sented as follows.

(1) Determine patient’s parameters with anthropometric
indexes.

(2) Estimate joint positions, velocities, accelerations, and
loads.

(3) Obtain end effector coordinates from kinematics
relationships.

(4) Joint variables are used in the limb’s motion equations
to acquire the end effector payloads.

Each limb can be described as a junction of three segments
representing the foot (from hallux to ankle joint), leg (from
ankle to knee), and thigh (from the knee to the hip). Figure 2
highlights anatomical angles of joints flexion in the sagittal
plane:

(i) hip flexion angle (𝛼): the angle between the thigh and
the perpendicular line to the ground;

(ii) lower leg bending angle (𝛽): angle between the leg and
the line through the thigh;

(iii) foot flexion angle (𝛾): angle between the line ankle-
hallux and the perpendicular line to leg.

These angles can vary during the gait cycle; in particular they
are a function of the gait cycle.

The rehabilitation system workspace needs to be suitable
for a wide cluster of people as well as a different range
of operation, for instance, walking or stair climbing. Angle
and payload limits are used to determine the specified
workspace boundary. Table 1 shows the statistical values of
these variables [10].

A study on step distance and its relation withmorphome-
tric features in adult male is presented. Figure 3 underlines
the height for individuals from 1,63mm to 1,88mm which
corresponds to 1st and 99th percentile of male “20 years and
over” age with “all race and ethnicity group” of American
adults [10]. Other researches consideringmore than 200 indi-
viduals with no walking defects (group age of 20–30 years)

Table 1: Range of human ankle motion [10].

Movement Max ankle angles
Range Mean Standard deviation

Dorsiflexion 20.3∘ to 29.8∘ 24.6∘ 3.2∘

Plantar-flexion 37.6∘ to 45.7∘ 40.9∘ 4.3∘

Inversion 14.5∘ to 22.0∘ 16.3∘ 3.8∘

Eversion 10.0∘ to 17.0∘ 15.8∘ 4.4∘

Internal rotation 22.0∘ to 36.0∘ 29.8∘ 7.5∘

External rotation 15.4∘ to 25.9∘ 22.0∘ 5.9∘
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Figure 3: Height in millimeters for males by age and selected
percentiles.

note the step distance between 600mm and 700mm range
interval [21].

Themain result of this analysis is the correlation between
the step distance and the stature, investigated inmany studies
[22]. A set of methods are usually applied to capture accurate
motion data from healthy individuals and patients [23–
25]. In particular optical measurement systems, force plates,
wearable sensors, accelerometers, and gyroscopes are applied
to measure gait parameters, as shown in different researches
[26, 27]. In this way, the user’s needs are considered in
designing and developing the rehabilitation devices [28].
It is possible to recap the ankle model coordinates to the
step length (hereafter as 𝐿

𝑝
). In order to study the ankle

kinematics it is necessary to compare the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis to the
step length of the patient obtaining, respectively, 𝐴

𝑖
and 𝐵

𝑖

index:

𝐴
𝑖
=

𝑋
𝑖
ankle
𝐿
𝑝

;

𝐵
𝑖
=

𝑌
𝑖
ankle
𝐿
𝑝

.

(1)

In the following equation the kinematics of any patient of
known stature is determined as follows:

𝑋
𝑖
ankle = 𝐴

𝑖
⋅ 𝐿
𝑝
;

𝑌
𝑖
ankle = 𝐵

𝑖
⋅ 𝐿
𝑝
.

(2)
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Figure 4: Kinematic model angles: 𝜂 from the ground parallel to
hallux and 𝜃 from ground parallel to heel [9].

In order to define this trajectory it is necessary to assume the
foot as a triangle with vertices at the hallux, ankle, and heel
(Figure 4). Then it is needed to define the two angles:

(i) 𝜂: the angle from the ground parallel to the ankle and
hallux,

(ii) 𝜃: the angle from the ground parallel to the ankle and
heel.

It is possible to estimate the angle by considered instance of
time, knowing the coordinates of the vertices of the foot by

𝜂 = arctan
𝑌
𝑖
hallux − 𝑌

𝑖
ankle

𝑋
𝑖
hallux − 𝑌

𝑖
ankle
;

𝜗 = 𝜋 + arctan
𝑌
𝑖
heel − 𝑌

𝑖
ankle

𝑋
𝑖
heel − 𝑌

𝑖
ankle
.

(3)

The assumption for walk trajectory planning is based on 𝜂
and 𝜗 angles as independent of patients and step distance. In
fact, it is sufficient to know the distance of ankle-hallux (𝐶𝐴)
and ankle-heel (𝐴𝐵) of a patient in order to determine the
standard kinematics of the step:

Hallux (𝑋, 𝑌) = [𝑋 ankle + 𝐶𝐴 ⋅ cos (𝜂) ; 𝑌 ankle + 𝐶𝐴 ⋅ sin (𝜂)] ;

Heel (𝑋, 𝑌) = [𝑋 ankle + 𝐴𝐵 ⋅ cos (𝜂) ; 𝑌 ankle + 𝐴𝐵 ⋅ sin (𝜂)] .
(4)

The model obtained represents the typical walk of a healthy
subject. This is the starting point for a preliminary trajectory
definition that will be customized in order to identify ad hoc
tasks and training.

In this paper the purpose is to analyze the kinematics of
the ankle on the plantar-flexion movement and to increase
the degree of patients’ mobility. A cyclic trajectory comparing
the kinematics of the ankle needs to be defined with a
particular articulated mechanism, referring to a person with
no walking defects.

The oscillatory phase of the gait cycle is the ankle kine-
matics, while the support phase is replaced and approximated
by a constant motion of the ankle through the initial position
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Figure 5: Spatial trajectory in transverse plane during gait cycle.

of the cycle. Figures 5 and 6 describe the trajectory and
the velocity of the ankle, heel, and hallux model considered
during the step cycle in the related Cartesian plan.

4. Modular Mechanism Concept
and Simulation

The know-how of the mechanism kinematics and loading
performance are necessary inputs to identify the architecture.
An iterative process is proposed in order to find the most
advantageous mechanism design configuration.

The aim of the paper is to obtain a smart architecture
of the mechanism (1 degree of freedom) able to perform
trajectories similar to patient’s ankle. The software used for
the simulation of the planar apparatus is MECAD sw. This
configuration allows the usage of one motor performing
the movement of the articulated system. The mechanical
equipment is constituted by 2 rods and 3 constraints; see
Figure 7. Degrees of freedom for planar linkages joined with
common joints can be calculated throughGruebler’s equation
[29]:

DOF = 3 ⋅ (𝑛 − 1) − 2 ⋅ 𝑗
𝑝
− 𝑗
ℎ
= 6 − 5 = 1, (5)

where 𝑛 is the overall sum of links in the mechanism, 𝑗
𝑝
is

the total number of primary joints, and 𝑗
ℎ
is the amount of

higher-order joints.
Figure 8 shows an overview of the articulatedmechanism

where link 5-6 is the crank shaft while link 3–5 is the piston
rod. The main system parameters considered in the final
simulation are listed in Table 2. A set of assumptions and
constraints has been identified in defining the device design
and parameters. For example, the rehabilitation walking step
cannot exceed 555mm in order to guarantee patient’s safety
and therapy effectiveness, as extrapolated from gait analysis.

The use of MECAD permits comparing different config-
urations with perturbed parameters [30–33]. The simulation
output is shown in Figure 9.The proposed physical prototype
of a novel modular ankle rehabilitation system is presented in
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Table 2: Parameters of the articulated system.

Walking step [mm] Link 5-6 [mm] Link 3–5 [mm] Distance 3–7 [mm] 𝜆 𝜑 𝜁 𝜀

554.80 191.40 390.30 155.90 65.82∘ 9.86∘ 96.12∘ 7.52∘
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Figure 6: Trajectory in𝑋-plane (a) and 𝑌-plane (b) during rehabilitation task.

Figure 7: Noneccentric crank with single degree of freedom.
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Figure 8: An overview of the articulated mechanism.

Figure 10.Thedesign is composed of onemotor that transmits
power to both left and right limb.

The main benefits of the proposed rehabilitation system
are as follows:

(1) Modular design: individual customization is the
adding-value due to trajectory/kinematics param-
eters setting and actuation system selection. For
instance, the baseline is the walking cycle time of a
healthy person close to 2 seconds while the duration
for a patient can greatly vary depending on several
factors (accident severity, rehabilitation stage, age,
etc.).

(2) Reliability and control: the system architecture based
on a parallel mechanic can guarantee precision of
movement while the patient’s body remains station-
ary. In particular, this configuration permits con-
trolling and monitoring the device easily (e.g., using
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Figure 10: Modular mechanism system for ankle complex.

feedback signal strategy) providing an effective and
robust therapy.

(3) Repeatability of movement: the device guarantees
the repeatability of movement in particular for aged
people.

(4) Adaptive control: usually the rehabilitation robots
are position-based control, while this innovative con-
trol method is structure-based to provide torque
assistance. The presented controller covers online
learning platform able to monitor individual user
performances during different rehabilitation gates.

(5) Errorless Learning approach: this device allows the
creation of movement trajectories that encourage
“Errorless Learning” approach where the patient
needs to take an active part in movement initiation
and execution. In fact it is often difficult to teach
patient the correct motion of leg, specialty for aged
people.

(6) Autonomous operation reducing the therapist contri-
bution: patient can perform the rehabilitation exercise
independently and easily, reducing the therapist’s
effort and guaranteeing the effectiveness of rehabili-
tation and safety.

(7) Light-weight of structure and compactness design
with an impact on commercialization and usability of
device in medical applications.

In the light of these preliminary results, the next steps of
the research will be based on further improvements of the
rehabilitation device in terms of functionality and patients’
safety. In particular a failure mode and effect analysis is
suggested to identify all potential criticalities of system. This
evaluation needs to consider and avoid any issues that may
impact patients’ safety during rehabilitation therapy (e.g.,
unexpected error of the system).The systemwill be equipped
with footpads, additional lanes to relieve limbs, and a safety
bar placed around the system to assure patient’s safety during
the rehabilitation exercises. The design review will identify
the suitable actuation and control strategy. A preliminary
evaluation suggested to use a feedback signal strategy in order
to improve the therapy cycle controlling the main system
parameters. This strategy permits customizing the therapy
and guaranteeing the required movement. In particular, as
shown in functional analysis, the walking cycle time (CT) of
a healthy adult is close to 2 sec/step, while it may vary for
a patient based on therapy. Assuming a very slow therapy
(CT = 4 sec) and the worst case in terms of load (patient’s
weight equal to 150 kg), it is possible to simulate and calculate
the maximum torque for system actuation. A preliminary
calculation estimated a required torque close to 206Nm
considering whole mechanism and a safety factor equal to
1.2. The results of this further investigation will provide the
system configuration suitable for prototype realization. The
final purpose is to test and validate the rehabilitation device
involving patients, physiotherapists, and physicians.

5. Conclusion

This paper introduces an ankle kinematic model and it
uses this knowledge to design a device based on a parallel
mechanism. This investigation focuses on the integration of
human joint movements into rehabilitation device develop-
ment in order to increase performance and effectiveness.The
validity on physiotherapy of gait has been studied, modelling
ankle movements during walking and assessing motion data
from healthy individuals and patients. Using a functional
analysis a preliminary rehabilitation system is proposed able
to provide and guarantee the rehabilitation cycle and torque
assistance during the required therapy. The study describes
the technical features and requirements of the proposed
device to guarantee patient’s safety and therapy effectiveness.
Using software simulations the ankle motion is successfully
demonstrated by the rehabilitation system. Further investi-
gations are required to complete and optimize the device,
avoiding any potential issue that may impact patients’ safety
during rehabilitation exercise. In particular, a specific study
will be performed to identify the most suitable footpads to
guarantee an effective movement and a safe therapy. The
design review will also suggest the correct actuation and
control strategy. A preliminary study highlighted that the
feedback control is a suitable method to improve the system
performances. The final step is to propose a prototype to be
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tested involving patients, physiotherapists, and physicians.
Experimental validations on patients or healthy individuals
play a key role in the effective application of the rehabilitation
systems. The possibility to include analysis performed on
patients should improve the dynamic control and the clinical
effectiveness quantifying the ability and the progress during
training process. A set of limits and constrains are still under
investigation; in particular future works need also to focus on
more complex and realistic environment training.
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